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Stratospheric Aerosol Geoengineering (aka Chemtrails) Facts
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Scientists and governments ref er to, what is commonly known around the
world as Chemtrails (not to be conf used with normal jet contrails), as
Stratospheric Aerosol Geoengineering (S.A.G.). It has been documented, as
f ar back as the late 1980’s, that the United States (U.S.) Government has
been conducting covert S.A.G. programs. T hese covert operations are now
being conducted worldwide throughout the U.S. and NAT O countries on an
on-going daily bases. T his program is a global covert operation.
Famed scientist, Edward Teller, who at the time worked at Lawrence Livermore
Che mtrails o ve r Sc o ttis h
National Laboratory in Livermore, Calif ornia and took part in the development
Bo rd e rs , Sc o tland
of the Atomic Bomb and was the co-inventor of the Hydrogen Bomb, was the
f irst scientist that came up with the theory that if you sprayed metallic
particulates in the upper atmosphere you could cool the earth. A top geoengineering scientist, Ken Caldeira
(Stanf ord University), who worked with Teller at the time, stated at the American Association f or the
Advancement of Science Annual Meeting in February 2010, that Teller tried to obtain f unding f or researching
his theory but was unsuccessf ul.
It’s now apparent that the U.S. government has implemented Teller’s theory by spraying megatons of
particulate heavy metals and chemicals like aluminum, titanium, barium, strontium and sulf ur hexaf luoride
into the stratosphere.
Facts and Background Information
Hughes Aircraft Patent # 5,003,186 In 1991 a U.S. patent was issued to Hughes Aircraf t Company; the Stratospheric Welsbach Seeding For
Reduction of Global Warming Patent (#5,003,186). It proposed injecting into the upper atmosphere, a “very
f ine, white talcum-like” powder of aluminum oxide, barium oxide and other oxides f or the stated purpose of
reducing Global Warming”.
Space Preservation Act “On October 2, 2001, Rep. Dennis Kucinich introduced the “Space Preservation Act of 2001″ (HR 2977),
which called f or the elimination of “exotic weaponry” f rom space. Among the weapons to be banned were
weather- modif ying weapons such as … chemtrails.” T hough it was later amended to remove the word
chemtrails, the original bill acknowledging this technology remains on the pages of the Congressional
Record.” See: Earth Island Journal: Stolen Skies: T he Chemtrail Mystery at:
http://earthislandinstitute.net/journal/index.php/eij/article/stolen_stolen_skiesthe_chemtrail_mystery/
Public Awareness Public awareness is growing rapidly about the S.A.G. programs. In February 2010, Geo-engineering
scientists f rom around the world met in San Diego. One of the main topics of discussion at the American
Association f or the Advancement of Science annual meeting was, “Can Geo-engineering Save Us From
Global Warming?”
As a result of that meeting, geo-engineering scientists are researching creating an “aluminum shield around
our planet” dumping yearly 10 to 20 megatons of aluminum oxide into our skies and upper atmosphere.
However, there is now substantial evidence and documentation that the S.A.G. programs have been
ongoing f or many years by our government and has had a devastating af f ect on our health and the
environment. Visit:

environment. Visit:
www.geoengineeringwatch.org
Environmental Testing A Lake Shasta sample f rom Pit River Arm tributary tested at 4,610,000 ugl (ugl=ppb or parts per billion), over
4,610 times the maximum contaminant level (MCL) f or aluminum in drinking water f or the State of Calif ornia.
A pond in Shasta County, in a “f iltered location”, tested “0” f or aluminum when f illed. Af ter 1 ½ years
exposure to the atmosphere, the pond tested at 375,000 ug/L or 375 times the MCL.
In addition, a snow pack sample taken f rom Mt. Shasta tested at 61,100 ug/L or 61 times the (MCL) f or
aluminum in drinking water f or State of Calif ornia.
Tree bark f rom dying trees has recently tested positive with aluminum, barium, strontium and titanium.
Health Affects Aluminum and barium are being f ound in dangerous levels in water and soil samples taken nationwide.
Respiratory and neurological illnesses have risen dramatically and asthma is near epidemic levels in children.
Numerous studies have connected aluminum exposure to neurological damage (like Alzheimer’s) and a host
of other diseases. Other related illnesses such as chronic f atigue syndrome, f ibromyalgia and multiplechemical sensitivities have steadily risen since the deployment of these on-going programs. T he low-dose,
long-term, exposure to these toxic chemicals and heavy metals has a devastating af f ect on our health by
destroying our immune system and making people more vulnerable to disease and critical/chronic illnesses.
Recent heavy metal testing shows of f -the-chart ranges of toxic chemicals and heavy metals like aluminum
and barium in young children.
T he content of the f allout f rom these aerosols includes f ibers, metal particulates and biological elements
which have been detected through environmental testing. T hese micro-particles enter into our bodies and
weaken our immune system, making us more acceptable to chronic illnesses both physically and
psychologically. (Visit
www.environmentalvoices.org – “Health Tips” on ways to protect your health. Research Morgelleon’s
Disease – Fibers coming f rom lesions of the skin. www.carnicom.com)
Global Dimming According to NASA, the world has seen a 20% loss of sunlight and geoscientists now admit that aerosol
spraying f orms man-made clouds that spread to create a sky shield. T he sky shield reduces sunlight and is
called “global dimming”.
Crop Reduction Blocking the sun negatively af f ects our crops and f orests by reducing the amount of sunlight needed f or
photosynthesis. T his causes a reduction of crop production. In addition, aluminum, barium, strontium and
titanium has been detected in tree bark of weak and dying trees through certif ied laboratory tests. Our
trees and plants are rapidly declining because of this environmental stress which make the trees vulnerable
to f ungus and pests.
In addition, aluminum is very detrimental to soils, changing PH levels and is lethal to many f orms of aquatic
lif e.
Artificial Clouds and Drought According to the National Center f or Atmospheric Research, the only way to f orm artif icial clouds in warm
dry air is to introduce enough particulates into the atmosphere to attract and accrete all available moisture
into visible vapor. If repeated of ten enough, the resulting rainless haze can lead to drought.
Atmospheric Conductivity –
Atmospheric conductivity and lightning strikes have increased dramatically since the apparent onset of
these programs. Metallic particles increase atmospheric conductivity, increasing lightning f requency and
intensity.

According to Science Daily, “…injecting sulf ate particles into the stratosphere would have a drastic impact
on Earth’s protective ozone layer … T he study… of the National Center f or Atmospheric Research
(NCAR), warns that such an approach might delay the recovery of the Antarctic ozone hole.
Solar Radiation and Climate Change – “
Stratospheric aerosols”, are proposed by Geoscientists, as a way to manage solar radiation and climate
change by aerosol spraying sulf ates, aluminum, barium and other f ine particulates into our upper
atmosphere.
Solar Reduction T he aerosol spraying of metal particulates also reduces solar intake as much as 70% on heavy spray days.
T his is caused because the man-made clouds and the sky shield blocks the sunlight.
Military To Own T he Weather In 2025 T he U.S. military has openly stated that it is their goal to “OWN T HE WEAT HER” by 2025.
T hey are capable of af f ecting and controlling storms and the earth’s electrical balance. T hey can
manipulate radio f requencies and the electromagnetic spectrum f or military and surveillance purposes. T hey
can alter human awareness and behavior.
A research paper presented to Air Force 2025 in April 1996 states in part, “One advantage of using
simulated weather to achieve a desired ef f ect is that unlike other approaches, it makes what are otherwise
the results of deliberate actions appear to be the consequences of natural weather phenomena. In
addition, it is potentially relatively inexpensive to do. According to J. Storrs Hall, a scientist at Rutgers
University.” See:
http://www.f as.org/spp/military/docops/usaf /2025/v3c15/v3c15-1.htm
H.A.A.R.P Program T he High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program (H.A.A.R.P), located in Alaska, is a military surveillance
operation that generates electromagnetic f requencies. T here are other f acilities like H.A.A.R.P. throughout
the world. T heir activity, combined with the spraying of aerosols, may be the primary reason f or “climate
change/global warming. H.A.A.R.P. is capable of deliberately altering our climate and environment. In addition,
it can alter human awareness and behavior.
German Scientists Exposed Weather Manipulation German scientists and meteorologists have exposed and are taking legal action against the German
government f or weather manipulation and counterf eiting satellite and radar imagery to mask the scope of
those operations.
S.A.G. programs have been operating without our inf ormed consent.
To learn more, please visit:
www.environmentalvoices.org
www.aboutthesky.com
www.geoengineeringwatch.org
www.arizonaskywatch.com
www.calif orniaskywatch.com
T HIS ISSUE WILL NOT GO AWAY UNT IL MORE PEOPLE STAND UP AND DEMAND ANSWERS, TAKE ACT ION
T O RESOLVE T HE PROBLEM AND CORRECT T HE DAMAGE T HAT HAS BEEN DONE T O OUR PLANET
EART H FOR CENT URIES! ARE YOU DOING YOUR PA
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